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Foreword

A sustainable family company
Responsibility born of
tradition
Founded in a small office in Hamburg Old
Town in 1866, our company has now been
run by Albert Darboven’s family for four
generations. As a family business,
J.J.Darboven has always been aware of
its duty to live in accordance with values
and perpetuate them. Fairness and social
responsibility are thus essential elements
of how we view ourselves as a company.
We currently operate in 10 European
countries with 14 subsidiaries.

F

or more than 150 years the
success of our company has
been founded on first-class products
and service. A long-term
relationship with our employees,
suppliers and business partners
as well as a strategy which saves
resources and protects the environment are equally important to our
company. As such, I am especially
proud of our first sustainability
report:
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With text and illustrations as well
as with many interesting facts, it
demonstrates what we understand as
social and environmental responsibility and how we are developing
in terms of sustainability. I hope
you enjoy reading all about it – with
a great cup of coffee, of course!

Yours, Albert Darboven

Our road to sustainability
Since its very beginnings, acceptance of
responsibility has been one of the most
important principles at J.J.Darboven, but that
is not enough for us. In 2017, we formed an
interdisciplinary sustainability project group
and appointed a sustainability officer. The
9-strong team meets every 6 weeks to work
continuously on the sustainable improvement of all areas of the company. The
colleagues work together to determine key
figures, investigate new possibilities and
improve our processes so as to allow us to
make a contribution to a sustainable future
with our resource-saving operations and
long-term, fair partnerships.

For quality with vision
As a hot beverage specialist, we offer a
wide range of teas, coffees and cocoas.
With regard to both our products and our
customer service, we always pay special
attention to consistently high quality. To
ensure our high quality requirements are
satisfied at all times, we implemented a
quality management system certified in
accordance with the DIN ISO 9001 standard
in 1999. We are 100 % convinced that socially
and ecologically sustainable operations are
an important element of entrepreneurship −
the fundamental requirement for the
successful development of our company
and the world in which we live.

SUSTAINABILITY PROJECT GROUP from left to right:
Benjamin Gamm, Kerstin Wannicke, Bernhard Ternka,
Claudia Korb, Petra Lahmann, Natalie Futh, Lukas Werner,
Wilfried Zwerg, Axel Meuser

You can find out more about our initiatives
in this sustainability report. We shall be
reporting on our products, our social and
environmental efforts in the countries of
origin, the measures at our two production
facilities in Hamburg and Sauerlach and our
comprehensive social commitment.
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Our coffee’s journey:

Value appreciation from the bush
to the cup
Our
coffee brands

O

ur range of high quality coffees
have already completed a long
journey, before they reach our customers. Cultivated and harvested
around the equator, also known
as the coffee belt, the raw coffee
beans are transported to Germany
by boat, where they are roasted,
packaged and delivered to our
customers. Wherever our paths
cross, we always afford people and
nature the greatest appreciation,
for coffee which is “good” in the
truest sense of the word.

*

Cargo vessels are the
most energy-efficient form
of transport when measured
by their transport volume:
compared with land and air
traffic, they can transport
considerably greater loads —
with lower CO2 emissions at
the same time!

*O
 ur Darbohne has been embodying the joie de vivre
packed into every coffee bean since the 1920s.
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1,100 km
0.038 kg CO2 / kg raw coffee

At our factory

On the road

1 new roasting oven
20 % less natural gas

100 % climate-neutral shipping
within Germany
131 t less CO2 emissions

At source

From Peru to Hamburg
2,400 t Fairtrade certified coffee
from Peru in 2017

The arabica beans from Café Intención are
sourced from Fairtrade cooperatives in Peru
and Honduras depending on the harvesting
season. In 2017, we sourced around 2,400 t
of Fairtrade certified coffee from Peru
alone. Every cherry is picked by hand by our
coffee farmers, stripped of its flesh, washed
and laid out to dry, peeled and sorted.
Before the coffee is even purchased, we
receive a sample of the harvest, which is
roasted for testing. Only if it passes this
quality and taste test, does the raw coffee
make the 4-week voyage by boat to our
factories, where its taste is refined and it
is gently roasted to release the delicious
flavours before being packaged and delivered
to our customers.
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Coffee enjoyment with
attitude: Café Intención
The Fairtrade and organic certified
Café Intención products offer coffee
enjoyment which is both responsible and
high-quality at the same time. Since late
2017, Café Intención has been encouraging
restaurateurs and consumers to give more
consideration to fairness with the slogan 
“Café Intención For Fair-Thinkers“.

In 1993

we were the first large coffee
roaster to launch Fairtrade
certified coffee on the
German market.

H.E.L.P.
To mark its 150th anniversary in 2016,
J.J.Darboven launched a long-term devel
opment project for coffee farmers in
Honduras. 250 small farmers in the economically underdeveloped region of Santa Barbara
are now benefiting from professional help
with their production planning and coffee
cultivation thanks to H.E.L.P.. J.J.Darboven
employees make regular visits to check up
on the progress being made in the region.
For instance, the participating farmers’
average annual yield was below that of the
whole country at the start of the project, an
increase of 80 % by 2017 saw it surpass the
national average significantly.
ANNUAL YIELD
H.E.L.P.-coffee farmers compared with national average

2015

At source:

Environmental and social responsibility from the very beginning

T

he people in the countries of origin are particularly important to us. 
In order to support them, we were the first large coffee roaster to launch
Fairtrade-certified coffee on the German market back in 1993 – a pioneering
feat for which we were honoured with the Fairtrade award in the “Manufacturer” category in 2009. With our H.E.L.P. project, we have been improving
living conditions for coffee producers in Honduras since 2016. J.J.Darboven
doesn’t just fight for people, but for nature too: for instance by sourcing
certified organic products originating from particularly environmentally
friendly cultivation.
At source
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The Fairtrade seal guarantees that a
minimum price is paid for the raw materials we procured, which covers the living
and production costs for the producers
in the growing countries. In addition, the
Fairtrade Premium, as the bonus scheme
is known, is put towards environmental
and social development projects.

2016

2017

1,200
Yield (kg / ha)

CAFÉ INTENCIÓN: Always in good spirits and fully committed −
coffee producers from the Fairtrade cooperative Cenfrocafe in
Peru (photo taken during visit in May 2017)

1,000
800

+ 80 %

600
400
200
0

The EU organic label designates products
which originate from ecological agriculture and satisfy the requirements of the
EU Eco Regulation.

H.E.L.P.coffee farmers

national
average

Our coffee with this label is 100 %
sourced from Rainforest Alliance-certified plantations. The independent
environmental organisation focuses on
the conservation of tropical rainforests
and their biodiversity.

At our factory

COFFEE PRODUCER YOLANDA PAZ, who
participates in the H.E.L.P. project with
a great deal of commitment, interest and
willingness to learn (image taken during
visit in Nov. 2016)

On the road
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At our factory:

The best for
people and
nature alike

A

s a family company, we feel
particularly responsible for the
well-being of our employees, society
and the respectful use of natural
resources. With a growing awareness of sustainability, we implement
measures that produce results. Our
sustainability projects extend across
all departments in Hamburg and
Sauerlach: raw materials are used
optimally, energy utilised as efficiently as possible and waste kept to
a minimum.

Energy

Packaging

We are going green

90 %

As of 2018, our Hamburg and Sauerlach sites
will be powered by certified green hydro
electricity from Scandinavia. This measure
will allow us to save approximately 2,590 t
of CO2 emissions each year.

Approx. 2,590 t less
CO2 emissions
thanks to green energy

In autumn 2017, we invested in a new roasting
system for our Sauerlach plant. One of its
special features is its low energy consumption: As the roasting and cooling is no longer
performed in one single chamber, it no longer
needs to be heated and cooled alternately.
In addition, the heat from the roasting
chamber is used to preheat the raw coffee,
meaning no energy goes to waste. Depending
on weather and coffee type, the new roaster
requires approx. 20 % less natural gas than its
predecessor.

The share of recycled paper used in all cardboard packaging employed by J.J.Darboven
is currently just over 90 %. But that’s not
enough for us: we are currently checking all
of our cardboard packagings to see whether
we can increase the percentage of recycled
material − to 100 % if possible.

We hope that changing the composition of
our laminated films will allow us to make our
tubular bags more environmentally friendly.
We expect this measure to produce savings
of approx. 44 t of aluminium per year.

Waste management
Turning coffee husks into energy
When coffee is roasted, the outer skin (the
so-called husk) detaches from the bean. In
2017, we were left with 283.66 t of coffee
husks. As of 2018, these will be fermented in
a biogas plant to produce biogas and provide
it as a climate-friendly and regionally available fuel.

Proper separation of waste

Energy savings with LEDs

At source

less aluminium in tubular bag foils

New, energy-efficient roaster

SAUERLACH cooling chamber
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99 %

recycled cardboard

By the end of 2020, we aim to replace 30 %
of the existing lighting in our production and
logistics departments with LED lighting. In
new buildings such as the administration
headquarters in Hamburg and the storage
warehouse in Sauerlach, we shall only be
using LED lighting from the outset.

In order to achieve a 90 % waste separation
quota as stipulated by the legal provisions at
our German sites, we carefully separate the
waste produced at our sites. In Hamburg,
the laminated foils and mono-foils already
separated from the general waste will also
be crushed using special baling presses in
the future. We expect this measure to cut
laminated foil collections by 75 % and mono-
foil collections by 90 % in 2018 compared with
2017.

Replacement of disposable items
In 2018, we shall be introducing a recycling
system with reusable takeaway cups at our
Hamburg site.
The 40,000 disposable pens employed as
giveaways each year will be replaced by pens
with replaceable cartridges.

40,000

ballpoint pens a year
with replaceable cartridges
In 2017, we used a total of 91,400 disposable plastic cups at our water coolers.
From mid-2018, we will be replacing these
with paper cups that can subsequently be
recycled.

At our factory

On the road
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People

Clean transport

Satisfied staff

Health day
We don’t just promote the health of our employees with occupational health and safety
measures. We recently also organised a health
day for the first time at our Hamburg site.
This gave employees the chance to test their
stress levels and try out body analysis scales.
With the aid of practical exercises, they
discovered how to strengthen their backs and
pay attention to ergonomics in the workplace.

Elbe-Werkstätten
For J.J.Darboven, integrating and encouraging people who have a difficult lot in life is
part and parcel of a company’s responsibility.
For many years, we have been employing
people with disabilities in our company as
part of an Elbe-Werkstätten working group
assembling certain J.J.Darboven articles.

The majority of our employees remain
with our company for a long time. This
is also down to the wide range of extended
benefits we offer. In addition to contributing
to the company pension plan, subsidizing
our cafeteria and the local public transport
ticket in Hamburg, we offer private
accident insurance and a staff discount
on our products. In order to boost employee
satisfaction even further, we organised a
survey regarding the food and drinks on offer
in the cafeteria in autumn 2017. We are now
working on implementing their suggestions
and ideas.
Total employees:

approx. 500

Of which

90 %

permanent
employees

permanent
31 % female
69 % male

temporary
31 % female
69 % male

temporary
6 % employees
4 % apprentices

part-time
63 % female
37 % male

Employees in Germany in 2017

ELBE-WERKSTÄTTEN: Employees put together J.J.Darboven
articles

Energy scout
Starting in 2019/2020, one of our apprentices
will be trained as an ‘energy scout’ as part of
the programme offered by the chamber of
commerce. He or she will begin by attending
a seminar in order to implement measures
for improving energy efficiency here in the
company within the scope of the project
work.
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At source

The
17 apprentices in our
company at present all
have great prospects:
since 2010, we have kept
on approx. 80 % of the
apprentices who successfully completed their
training.

On the road:

Making
our transport
climate-friendly

A

s a dynamic company, we
transport a large quantity of
raw materials and finished products.
Our employees are also regularly
on the road visiting customers,
suppliers and colleagues. We want
to ensure that our transport activities
are associated with as low CO2
emissions as possible. We do so, for
example, by employing an environmentally friendly fleet management
system and CO2-neutral parcel
shipping methods. State-of-the-art
communication systems at our sites
allow our employees to exchange
information comprehensively even
without making trips.

We offer our employees in Hamburg who
choose an electrical or hybrid vehicle for
their company car the possibility to charge
their vehicle at work or at home. We are
gradually replacing the already low CO2
models in our field sales fleet with even
more economical options. We also define CO2
emission limits for our administration staff’s
vehicles, which are reassessed annually.

GoGreen
Since July 2017, our parcel shipping
method has been 100 % CO2-neutral. To
achieve this, we switched from DHL to
GoGreen in July 2017. Our shipping via
TNT is already CO2-neutral.

In 2017, we saved

131.46 t CO2 emissions
compared with the previous
year by shipping parcels via
GoGreen and TNT.

Videos instead of flights
We are increasingly organising meetings
involving different locations via video
conferences so as to avoid unessential air
travel. In 2017, we hosted 78 video conferences.

On the road
At our factory
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TEA PLANTATION in Darjeeling

A hot beverage specialist aware of its
responsibilities:

Our
tea
brands

Organic and Fairtrade
certified tea and cocoa

J.J.

Darboven is a full-service provider of hot beverages
offering high-quality tea and cocoa products alongside
coffee. We have been offering organic and Fairtrade certified
teas as part of our EILLES TEE brand since 1997. Our
customers now have a selection of 61 teas from controlled
biological sources to choose from in our E
 ILLES TEE and
PLATEANUM ranges, 35 of which have additional Fairtrade
certification. Our cocoa brand COCAYA also stands for quality,
taste and sustainability. We have had organic and Fairtrade
certified products in our cocoa range since 2010. In accordance
with strict environmental and social standards our extensive
selection of teas and cocoas allow our partners in the gastronomy industry to demonstrate their responsibility and awareness.
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Tea partnership

Sustainably packaged tea

We began collaborating with Fairtrade back
in 1997 with the aim of improving living and
working conditions for people in the countries
of origin. We are now expanding these efforts:
with the Ethical Tea Partnership, or ETP for
short, we found an organisation which shares
our goal of a socially responsible and ecologically sustainable tea trade. The ETP campaigns
in particular for fair wage distribution,
women’s rights and adequate protection for
the tea pickers. The ETP’s expert teams are
deployed around the world and work together
closely with the local
governments, producers
and aid organisations.
Our application for
membership will be
completed by 2018.
The ETP-certified teas
will be marketed under
our EILLES TEE brand.

We do not use metal staples for our teabags:
the thread is attached with a knot in an
environmentally friendly solution. The fliptop
box version of our Tea Diamonds® is made of
70 % FSC-certified cardboard. FSC® stands
for “Forest Stewardship Council®” and is an
international certification system for wood
and paper products sourced from responsibly
managed forests.

Premium Bio
With our extensive COCAYA range, we offer
a contemporary interpretation of hot chocolate and cocoa and pay special attention to
regional production: all the whole milk and
skimmed milk powder used in our products
is sourced from Germany, with most of it
coming from Northern Germany. The same is
also true for the sugar in our products which
are not certified. Our organic and Fairtrade
certified range is sweetened with cane sugar
sourced from Fairtrade cooperatives.

All of the pyramid bags in our SANSIBAR Tee
and PLATEANUM® brands as well as the entire
organic range of EILLES TEE Tea Diamonds®
are produced from compostable corn starch,
or to be more precise: biodegradable PLA.
The aim is to change the entire Tea Diamond®
range, with 44 million pyramid bags delivered
at present, over to biodegradable material
by 2020. This will both reduce waste and
save resources.

We expanded our range of environmentally
and socially sustainable beverage enjoyment
with COCAYA Premium Bio in 2017. Thanks to
the high cocoa content of 25 %, our hot
chocolate offers respon
sible enjoyment with
a particularly intensive
chocolate note. The new
variety is available as a
practical Stick containing
35 g and a 1 kg pack for use
in machines, both offering
the same first-rate Fairtrade and organic quality.
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More intercultural dialogue

Social responsibility:

We support
people and
ideas

A

s a successful company, we
see it as our duty to accept
social responsibility. In the scope
of a range of different projects, we
support ideas with potential for
success, assist people to improve
their situations and promote cultural
exchange – in Hamburg, Germany
and across the world.

“Strangers are simply friends we haven’t met
yet.” This ingenious little phrase expresses
the core concept behind Kulturbrücke
Hamburg e.V. perfectly: the association
aims to break down prejudices against
immigrants and promote exchange and
dialogue between children and young adults.

As a sponsor of “Switch − In 4 Tagen um die
Welt” (Switch – Around the World in 4 Days),
J.J.Darboven helps to facilitate intercultural
exchange. In the scope of the project, children
meet others of their own age from different
backgrounds over 4 days and find out more
about their families and traditions. It’s not just
fun, it also lays the foundations for tolerance
and encourages mutual understanding.

WINNERS IN 2017 from left to right: Tanja Nickel, Dr. Ruzin
Ağanoğlu and Manuela Rasthofer with Albert Darboven

The degree of innovation of the business
concept, the businesswoman’s personal
commitment and the number of created or
expected new jobs are all factors which
contribute to the judges’ decision.

39

innovative businesswomen
have received the award
from J.J.Darboven
since 1997

IDEE award
Creativity, commitment, entrepreneurial
spirit and an outstanding idea: that’s what
the entries for the IDEE award need to
bring to the table. The company has been
presenting the award with its total prize
money of € 65,000 to young businesswomen
with promising business ideas from all
industries and segments every 2 years since
1997, alternating between Germany and
Poland annually since 2006.
The prize for innovative entrepreneurs
supports courageous businesswomen who
want to take the leap and go it on their
own in order to develop their ambitious
projects further.
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In 2017, the winner, Manuela Rasthofer, explored the use of artificial intelligence (AI).
She convinced the panel with the concept
employed by her company, TerraLoupe GmbH,
for using AI to turn standard aerial photographs into “information maps”. Such data
allow autonomous cars to know what road
sign to expect around the next corner, for
example.

“I am always amazed by the
great business potential
displayed by women and how
little encouragement and
support they still experience.”
Albert Darboven

RONALD MCDONALD HOUSE Hamburg-Altona

An oasis for parents and
children

by outpatients and their relatives requiring a
little respite during the day.

The Ronald McDonald House in Hamburg
Altona has been located directly next to the
children’s hospital since early 2015. The 11
apartments provide a temporary home for
around 250 families and their sick children
each year. The integrated “oasis” is a special
feature for families whose children need to
be treated in the outpatient clinic. The
house was designed in such a way that the
communal rooms such as the kitchen, living
room and playroom can also be used

J.J.Darboven supports the Ronald McDonald
House in Hamburg-Altona in a number of
ways including sponsorship of the roof
terrace, which gives parents and siblings
a chance to relax from the events at the
hospital and share their experiences with
other families. In addition, our company
ensures spirits are kept up in the communal
rooms by keeping them well stocked with
coffee, tea and cocoa.
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“Sustainable business is the only
way for us to protect the resources
that we need for everyone to enjoy
life in our globalised world.”
Albert Darboven
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